
PicoCELA to Showcase Innovations at MWC Las Vegas
[Bellevue WA, 9/15/2023] – We are thrilled to announce that PicoCELA, a leading name in cloud-native
wireless mesh solution, will be attending the Mobile World Congress (MWC) in Las Vegas. This premier

event, renowned globally for bringing together the most influential figures from the mobile industry, will

be a platform for PicoCELA to display its cutting-edge innovations and engage with industry peers.

Highlights of PicoCELA’s Participation:

Exhibition Booth: Attendees will have the opportunity to get hands-on experience with PicoCELA’s latest
products and solutions at our dedicated booth. Our team of experts will be available to discuss features,
applications, and potential collaborations. Booth #1625

Networking Sessions: PicoCELA looks forward to building new partnerships and strengthening existing
ones. Our team will be available for one-on-one meetings and roundtable discussions throughout the
event.

A Word from Nobuhisa Itoh, President of PicoCELA America:

"MWC Las Vegas is more than just an event; it's where the future of mobile communication takes shape.
We are excited to bring our innovations to this global stage, and equally eager to learn from and
collaborate with other industry leaders. This year is about ‘Digital Everything and Enterprise Mobility’,

and we believe PicoCELA has a significant role to play in this narrative."

We invite all MWC Las Vegas attendees to join us at our booth #1625 to explore the future with

PicoCELA. Whether you're a potential partner, a tech enthusiast, or just curious about what we do, our
doors are open for engaging conversations and demonstrations.

For media inquiries or to schedule a meeting with the PicoCELA team during MWC Las Vegas, please
contact Cindy Chen pr@picocela.com.

About PicoCELA:

Established in 2008, PicoCELA has been at the forefront of wireless mesh solution technology with edge
computing platform contribute thousands of customers solve their problems. With a commitment to
innovation and excellence, PicoCELA has been instrumental in wireless coverage solutions where

previously inaccessible both indoors and outdoors.




